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FDA Encourages the Use of New 
Testing Methodologies

• FDA and regulators worldwide will incorporate new 
testing methodologies into regulatory standards if certain 
standards are met

• Important to ensure regulator’s familiarity with 
techniques before they see it in a regulatory submission

• Any technology considered for regulatory use has to be 
proven to be reliable, robust, reproducible, fit the 
context of use, etc.
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FDA’s Roadmap: Framework for 
Incorporating Emerging Predictive 

Toxicology Methods in Regulatory Reviews 

Organizing 
Committee (FDA 

Senior Level 
Toxicology 

Working Group)

Training for FDA 
Regulators and 

Researchers

Continued 
Communication 
to confirm FDA 
commitment to 
discussion and 

data submission

Collaboration 
With diverse  

stakeholders  and 
establish a 
community

Leveraging 
research to 

identify data gaps  
& support 

intramural and 
extramural 

research

Oversight by the 
Commissioner to 

track process, 
ensure 

transparency, and 
share knowledge
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Alternative Methods Working Group  
(AMWG)

• Under Office of Chief Scientist (OCS), Office of Commissioner; members 
from each Center and OCS

• Discuss alternative activities across FDA for use in toxicity and efficacy 
assessment

• Interact with U.S. federal and global partners to facilitate discussion, 
development, and acceptance of regulatory performance criteria for such 
assays

• Updates are on FDA Alternatives website (https://www.fda.gov/science-
research/about-science-research-fda/advancing-alternative-methods-fda)

• Comments to FDA at alternatives@fda.hhs.gov
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Here now
• FDA now has an external 

webpage entitled Advancing 
Alternative Methods at FDA

• Essentially a webpage for the 
Alternatives Methods Working 
Group

– Objectives
• Information on the FDA Webinar 

Series on Alternative Methods
• Page will be updated periodically
• Contact information: 

alternatives@fda.hhs.gov

mailto:alternatives@fda.hhs.gov
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FDA Office of the 
Chief Scientist 

Webinar Series on 
Alternative Methods

• Opportunity for developers to present  
new methods and methodologies to 
FDA. 

• Webinars will be held monthly and 
advertised to all FDA scientists 
exclusively.

• If selected, developers’ participation in 
FDA’s webinar series would not 
constitute the agency’s endorsement 
of a new method or methodology.

• Nor would it mean that FDA would 
assist the developer in qualifying 
his/her new method for regulatory use.
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FDA Office of the Chief Scientist Webinar Series 
on Alternative Methods
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Advancing Alternative Methods at FDA Webpage
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AMWG Case Study – In vitro Micro physiological Systems

• Define agreed-upon terminology for MPS and research/regulatory 
gaps for which MPS may be useful.

• Identify partnerships to advance MPS technology.

• Develop draft performance criteria for MPS and discuss internally 
and then with stakeholders

• Develop mechanisms to request information from MPS developers 
and end users
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History of FDA’s Involvement with MPS
• 2010: FDA and NIH Common Fund awarded grant money to Wyss to 

develop a heart-lung micromachine
• 2011: DARPA approached FDA’s Office of the Chief Scientist requesting 

to work together to develop a human body on a chip for medical 
countermeasures. DARPA funded MPS research and involved the FDA 
from the beginning of the MPS program to help ensure that regulatory 
challenges of reviewing drug safety and efficacy are considered during 
development of the MPS platform 

• 2012: NCATS funded the Tissue Chip Development Program. FDA has 
been a partner throughout the program

• And the rest is MPS history!
• IMPORTANT LESSON-Critical to have regulators at the table from the 

beginning if aim is to use method for regulatory use
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Feedback welcome: Alternatives@fda.hhs.gov
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FDA and Emulate sign a Collaborative 
Agreement

October 29, 2020

FDA Internal Research- FDA 
User Group

FDA scientists are developing in-house MPS and 
collaborating with several external partners 



FDA’s Alternative Report

Released January 5, 2021
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Context of Use Qualification
• Beyond analytical validation, what steps need to be taken to enable 

regulatory use, without proving utility each time? 

• FDA developed concept of “qualification:” a conclusion that the results of 
an assessment using the model or assay can be relied upon to have a 
specific interpretation and application in product development and 
regulatory decision-making

• Inextricable to qualification is concept of “context of use:” a clearly 
articulated description delineating the manner and purpose of use for a 
particular approach
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Start with a Regulatory Question-Context 
of use

• What question needs to be answered and for 
what purpose?

• How much “validation/qualification” is needed for a 
particular assay will depend on the particular context of 
use.

• Helps define acceptable applicability domain and limitations
• Context could be expanded over time
• Choice of Reference Chemicals Related to Context of Use

Discovery/Screening
Replacement of pivotal 
nonclinical safety study
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FDA Encourages Stakeholder Dialogue
• FDA Stakeholders are encouraged to discuss with FDA the potential 

use of MPS and other new predictive methodologies for toxicity and 
efficacy of FDA-regulated products. Venues include:
– AMWG webinars-see FDA Alternatives Webpage
– Meetings such as this NASEM Meeting
– Other Joint Meetings on MPS
– By email –alternatives@fda.hhs.gov 
– Pre-IND/IDE meetings/written responses with FDA regulators
– Critical Path Innovation Meetings – outside of a regulatory application
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Remember-Change Takes Time- But It will 
Happen If We All Work Together
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